Mechanisms that are associated with acceleration of the creep rate in the tertiary stage such as microstructure degradation, cavitation, necking instability and recovery have been known for a long time. Numerous empirical models for tertiary creep exist in the literature, not least to describe the development of creep damage, which is vital for understanding creep rupture. Unfortunately, these models almost invariably involve parameters that are not accurately known and have to be fitted to experimental data. Basic models that take all the relevant mechanisms into account which makes them predictive have been missing. Only recently, quantitative basic models have been developed for the recovery of the dislocation structure during tertiary creep and for the formation and growth of creep cavities. These models are employed in the present paper to compute the creep strain versus time curves for copper including tertiary creep without the use of any adjustable parameters. A satisfactory representation of observed tertiary creep has been achieved. In addition, the role of necking is analysed with both uniaxial and multiaxial methods.
Introduction
Creep deformation is usually measured by exposing tensile specimens to a constant load or sometimes to a constant stress and recording the elongation of the specimens as a function of time. The result is given as the creep strain versus time, referred to as a creep curve. A creep curve is in most cases characterised by three stages: primary, secondary and tertiary. Creep deformation is induced by the generation, motion and annihilation of dislocations. The creep rate decreases during primary stage, reaches a steady value in secondary creep, accelerates during tertiary creep and terminates at rupture. For many materials, the high initial creep rate is due to a low starting dislocation density. Due to work hardening, new dislocations are generated and the dislocation density increases, leading to a decrease in the creep rate. At the same time, the recovery due to the annihilation of dislocations starts to become of importance. When achieving a balance between recovery and work hardening, the strain rate is approximately constant and the secondary creep stage is reached. It is also referred to as stationary creep. During tertiary creep, a modification of the microstructure occurs, leading to acceleration of the creep rate.
The scientific literature has to a large extent been focusing on the secondary stage due to its direct relation to the operating deformation mechanisms. Much less attention has been paid to primary creep and tertiary creep. Technically, both primary creep and tertiary creep are of utmost importance. For fcc alloys that cover a large fraction of the technically used creep-resistant materials, the creep strain in the primary stage is often of the same order as that in the secondary stage. Tertiary creep is also of major technical significance since it controls creep rupture.
The increase in the creep rate in the tertiary stage due to changes in the microstructure is referred to as the formation of creep damage [1] [2] [3] . There are a number of creep damage mechanisms including particle coarsening, subgrain growth, cavitation and recovery of the dislocation structure, which can all accelerate the creep rate during tertiary creep. In addition, the creep rate is influenced by the necking instability. Failure induced by microstructure degradation has been commonly observed in creep-resistant martensitic steels, which have a complex microstructure. During long-term creep, fine carbonitrides (e.g. M 2 X and MX) coarsen and dissolve and new brittle phases (e.g. Z-phase, Laves phase, M 6 X carbides) are formed. The absence of fine particles reduces the creep strength. In addition, the new coarser phases can serve as sites for crack nucleation that lowers the creep strength further [4] [5] [6] .
Good models for particle coarsening [7] and subgrain growth [8] have been available for quite some time. However, for nucleation and growth of cavities, only empirical models involving adjustable parameters had been documented. Only recently, basic quantitative models for nucleation and growth of cavities have appeared [9] [10] [11] . The same applies to the modification of the dislocation structure [12, 13] .
As a consequence, modelling of creep damage has almost invariably disregarded some important mechanisms and compensated this by using adjustable parameters. It was demonstrated in [14] that by just involving two adjustable parameters, a wide range of creep curves in the tertiary stage could be represented. There are good empirical models for describing tertiary creep. In particular, what is now usually referred to as the omega model can be mentioned [15] [16] [17] . However, with two adjustable parameters, a good empirical model is not essential. Many mathematical expressions can be used [14] . This implies that creep damage models with two or more adjustable parameters are not predictive and cannot be used to identify the operating mechanisms.
It is therefore of vital importance that basic equations without adjustable parameters are employed.
Oxygen-free copper alloyed with 50 ppm phosphorus (Cu-OFP) has been selected as canister material for storing spent nuclear fuel in Sweden due to its excellent corrosion resistance and high ductility [18] . During storage, the spent nuclear fuel will release heat while decaying, increasing the temperature up to 100°C in the canister. Both hydrostatic pressure and swelling pressure from clay will impact the copper canisters, which will be exposed to creep as a consequence. The copper canisters are expected to stay intact for 100000 years. In order to predict the creep damage under such long times, it is critical to use fundamental models based only on physical phenomena [19] . Cu-OFP is the material that will be investigated in the present paper.
The creep mechanisms at low temperatures (below 0.3 Tm, melting point) can be quite different from those at high temperatures. For many materials, logarithmic creep form is more appropriate than power law creep to describe the deformation behaviour. This applies, for example, to austenitic stainless steels, where creep never leaves the primary stage [20, 21] . However, for copper, this is not the case. A large number of creep tests have been performed for Cu-OFP at 75°C (0.25 Tm), and the creep curves are quite similar to those achieved at high temperatures, where a well-developed and long-duration steady state is observed [14] . The mechanisms for low-temperature creep are not yet fully established. It has been suggested that low-temperature creep is controlled by glide and cross slip [22] . Dislocation climb was not considered to be active due to the low estimated climb rate at low temperatures. However, if the increase in the climb rate from the increase in vacancy concentration due to plastic deformation is taken into account, the observed creep rates at ambient temperatures for aluminium and copper can be accurately accounted for [23] . If climb is the operating mechanism, the observed extended secondary stage can be explained directly.
In Cu-OFP, changes in the dislocation structure could provide microstructure degradation. Accelerated recovery and an associated decrease in dislocation density as main creep damage mechanism were reported from experimental results [5, 24] and computation [25] . The nucleation of cavities followed by growth and interlinkage is believed to play an important role in creep failure of metals [9, 10] .
Necking is known as a macroscale deformation inhomogeneity. When the material is plastically unstable, even small defects can promote localised deformation [26] . At some point during creep testing, strain localised in a small region takes place and necking appears. Studies on the effect of an initial defect on creep deformation have been carried out [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Dislocation recovery mechanism has been used to describe the three stages of creep deformation. Fundamental dislocation models based on this mechanism for primary creep and secondary creep were formulated [14] . It has been demonstrated that it can be used to describe the primary creep and secondary creep of Cu-OFP and also slow strain rate tensile tests under both uniaxial and multiaxial stress states [31, 32] . The purpose of the present paper is to model tertiary creep of Cu-OFP taking the relevant microstructure processes into account without involving adjustable parameters. The basis is a model that takes substructure development during creep into account. It was derived originally for coldworked materials and will be employed to simulate accelerated recovery [13] . In order to evaluate the effect of necking on tertiary creep of Cu-OFP, a small imperfection is artificially introduced to the specimen in computation according to the method proposed by Burke and Nix [33] . Influence of cavitation is also considered when describing tertiary creep. The modelled results will be compared with experimental data for Cu-OFP.
Model Accelerated recovery model
A dislocation model was developed in [14, 32] that could describe primary creep and secondary creep of copper. Some parts in the model were taken from the literature for granted but have been precisely derived recently [34] . It is believed that the dislocation model is general. Its validity has been demonstrated also for austenitic stainless steels [35] and for aluminium alloys [23] . By applying the model, it has been shown that the recovery during tertiary creep can be analysed by taking the role of the substructure into account [12, 13] .
In copper and many other materials, a cell structure is formed during deformation. Already after 10% strain, the majority of the dislocations can be found in the cell boundaries [36] , and after 20% strain, virtually all dislocations are in the cell boundaries [37] . In the model, only the dislocations in the cell walls are taken into account to avoid an excessive number of parameters. This assumption is also consistent with X-ray measurements done by Straub et al. [38] , where the strength contribution from the cell interior is less than 10 MPa for pure copper.
The dislocations in the cell walls are divided into two sets, balanced and unbalanced. This assumption is natural based on the experimental evidence that dislocations in cell walls can be statistically distributed and polarised [39] . In [13] , it was proposed that an important content the cell walls is also dislocation locks. This is in agreement with the modelling of strain hardening by Argon [40] . The dislocation locks are primarily Lomer-Cottrell locks, which are pairwise sessile dislocation segments of extended dislocations [41] . When the two sets of dislocation partials slip and meet each other, they form the dislocation locks. The Lomer-Cottrell locks have been frequently observed and are believed to play an important role during strain hardening of fcc alloys [40] . The distinction between balanced and unbalanced dislocations is vital for several properties as will be explained below. In the former set, for any dislocation on a given slip system, a dislocation with the opposite Burgers vector can always be found. The dislocations appear in pairs with opposite Burgers vectors, not necessarily close to each other. In simplified terminology, the numbers of dislocations of opposite signs are balanced. In the latter set, the dislocations are polarised and dislocations of opposite sign are missing. The unbalanced dislocations cannot annihilate each other since dislocations with the opposite Burgers vector are missing. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the formation mechanism for unbalanced dislocations. In a stress-free condition, the dislocations are randomly distributed in the cell interior (Fig. 1a) . In the presence of a stress, the dislocations with opposite signs tend to move in different directions. Many dislocations end up on different sides of the cell and form a polarised set around the cell walls (Fig. 1b) . These are the unbalanced dislocations. The remainder of the dislocations are considered as balanced. Some of dislocations form cell walls. A number of the dislocations move through the walls [13] . The polarised dislocations with marked sign in Fig. 1b are unbalanced dislocations. The ones that form dislocation locks in cell walls are balanced dislocations.
The balanced and unbalanced dislocation densities satisfy the following equations [12, 13] 
q bnd and q bnde are the balanced and unbalanced dislocation densities in the cell walls, which are defined as the total length of the dislocations divided by the cell volume. e is the strain, m the Taylor factor, b Burger's vector, c L , k bnd and k bnde are work hardening constants, x a dynamic recovery constant, s L the dislocation line tension, _ e the strain rate and M the creep mobility. All the parameter derivations can be found in Refs. [13, 34, 42] . Parameter values are in the ''Appendix''. The three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represent work hardening, dynamic recovery and static recovery. It is essential to take both dynamic recovery and static recovery into account when describing tertiary creep as will be evident below. Dynamic recovery is strain dependent while static recovery is time dependent [43] . Dynamic recovery will occur as long as straining takes place [44] . Static recovery describes how dislocations of opposite sign attracted each other and eventually annihilate. Dynamic recovery takes place by the rearrangement of dislocation into lower energy configurations [45] . In the spurt events during plastic straining, the dislocations typically pass through two or more cell boundaries [40, 46] . Argon suggests that when dislocations through the cell boundaries, they remove a certain fraction of the dislocation locks, which gives rise to the dynamic recovery effect [40] .
Equation (1) has the same format as the basic model for homogeneous dislocations [32] . Since unbalanced dislocations cannot combine with dislocations of opposite Burgers vector, they are not exposed to static recovery. This is the reason for the absence of the static recovery term in Eq. (2). Both unbalanced and balanced dislocations are subjected to dynamic recovery.
A back stress is introduced to model the creep curves. In a number of publications in the past, a back stress has been considered as an intrinsic property that could be measured, for example, in a stress change experiment. With the help of dislocation dynamics simulations, the back stress from dislocations can be computed directly. It turns out that computed back stress is almost identical to the applied stress. This is also the case after a stress drop test. The change in the back stress takes place in less than 1 ms. The difference between the applied stress and the back stress is less than 1/500 of the applied stress [47] . Thus, an intrinsic back stress is not very meaningful to use in modelling, which has been realised by a number of authors, see, for example [48] . Although the back stress cannot be measured, it can be introduced if it is properly defined.
A back stress is introduced in our model as the extra hardening from the unbalanced dislocations in the cell walls [12] . This stress compensates for the sharp increase in true applied stress r appl ¼ r appl0 e e during secondary creep, where r appl0 is the applied nominal stress. Only creep testing under constant load is considered here, since all our creep data are for that case. It has been suggested in the literature that testing under constant stress is necessary to achieve a pronounced secondary stage, but that is clearly at variance with our experimental data, see below. It should be recalled that the stress exponent is quite high for creep at lower temperatures, often above 50 [14] . The magnitude of the back stress equals the dislocation stress minus the nominal applied stress r back ¼ r disl À r appl0 ; where r disl is given by
where a is a constant in Taylor's equation, and G is the shear modulus. The effective creep stress is the true applied stress minus the accompanying back stress
From Eq. (1), an expression for the stationary creep rate can be obtained. In this expression, the creep stress in Eq. (4) should be applied
If we insert the expression for the back stress into Eq. (4), we find that
We now generalise Eq. (5) by assuming that it is not just valid for secondary creep but for the influence of the changes in the dislocation density on the whole creep, provided Eq. (6) is applied [13] 
This approach suggests that if you know the stress dependence of the secondary creep rate, the strain dependence of the creep rate for the creep curve can be derived, provided the variation of the dislocation density is known.
How the different types of stresses change as a function of time is illustrated in Fig. 2 at the applied stress of 175 MPa. The three curves in Fig. 2 are calculated from the models described above. Firstly, by integrating the set of Eqs. (1), (2) and (7), creep strain e, balanced dislocation density q bnd and unbalanced dislocation density q bnde as a function of time can be computed. Then, the applied true stress is obtained by r appl ¼ r appl0 e e ; where r appl0 is 175 MPa in this case. The dislocation stress and creep stress are calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (6), respectively. Initially, the dislocation stress is quite low and the creep stress is high. During secondary creep, the applied true stress is balanced by the dislocation stress (their curves overlap each other during secondary creep as shown in Fig. 2 ). In the secondary stage, the creep stress is close to the nominal applied stress. In tertiary stage, the increase in the dislocation stress is lower than that of the true applied stress. So the creep stress increases, leading to an acceleration of the creep rate. Dynamic recovery also contributes to the acceleration of creep rate. This is evident from Eq. (7). Since the dislocation stress is increasing, so is the dislocation density. Thus, the dislocation density in the numerator in Eq. (7) increases and the denominator decreases, giving a further increase in the creep rate.
Cavitation model
Since creep cavitation gives rise to a loss of the load carrying cross section, it can give a contribution to tertiary creep. There are numerous models for nucleation and growth of creep cavities in the literature, but practically all of them involve parameters that are not accurately known and have to be fitted to the observations. Only recently, basic models for nucleation and growth of creep cavities have been formulated by He and Sandströ m [9, 10, 49] . For a review, see [11] . The equations that are used to compute the amount of cavitation are listed and discussed here.
Grain boundary sliding (GBS) is believed to be essential for cavity nucleation. The GBS distance is approximately proportional to the creep strain. The ratio of the GBS displacement rate to the strain rate is a constant, denoted as C s . The value of C s is approximately 50 lm for copper [50] . It is very well established that the number of nucleated cavities is proportional to the creep strain. Already Dyson [51] documented the validity of this relation for a range of materials. It is very difficult to explain the observed stress and strain dependences of cavity nucleation unless GBS is the dominating mechanism [9] . Experiments for GBS demonstrate that about the same value is obtained for Cu with different experimental techniques from 125 to 600°C at different strain rates [50] . It demonstrates that C s is approximately constant over a wide range of conditions. Nucleation of cavities could take place at particles or at sub-boundaries. Sulphides and oxides can be found in the material. However, the total measured area fraction of particles is less than 1 9 10 -5 , and consequently particles do not play any significant role in cavity nucleation. However, nucleation can take place at the sub-boundary junctions. This has been verified to be thermodynamically feasible [50] . According to the double ledge model, the nucleation rate of cavities is proportional to the creep strain rate, which is in full agreement with experimental data, for example, for austenitic stainless steels [9] . This gives strong support for cavity nucleation being controlled by GBS. The nucleation sites are the intersections of sub-boundaries with sub-boundary corners on the opposite side of a sliding grain boundary. Low angle and twin boundaries are cavity resistant. The cavity nucleation rate at intersections of sub-boundary/sub-boundary corner is [9] 
where n cav is the number of cavities, dn cav /dt the cavity nucleation rate, d sub the subgrain size, and _ e the creep strain rate.
When the nucleated cavity exceeds a critical size, it will start to grow. The growth of cavities is diffusion controlled driven by stress. Strain-controlled growth has also been considered in the literature, see, for example [52] . In the investigated cases, they give a lower growth rate than diffusion control, and they will not be discussed further. To fix the unphysical exaggerated growth rate predicted by traditional diffusion-controlled cavity growth models, Dyson [53] suggested that the cavity growth rate should not be larger than the creep rate, which is referred to as constrained growth. The constrained cavity growth rate is [54] 
where R cav is the cavity radius, dR cav /dt the cavity growth rate, r 0 the sinter stress, D 0 a grain boundary diffusion parameter, K f a factor related to the cavitated area fraction A cav . The parameters values can be found in the ''Appendix''. r red is the reduced stress, which can be determined by solving a differential equation [10] 
where L is the cavity spacing. The cavitated area fraction on the grain boundaries can be expressed as [55] A cav ¼
where R cav (t, t 0 ) is the radius of the cavity at time t that was formed at time t 0 . It is well established that when the cavitated area fraction exceeds 25%, rupture occurs [56] . In the investigated cases in the present paper, the modelled cavitated area fraction is as low as 0.3%. Its effect on tertiary creep can then be neglected.
Necking model
At sufficiently large strain during creep, a plastic instability takes place leading to the formation of a waist on the specimen that is usually referred to as necking. Necking is initiated by a geometrical imperfection or a material inhomogeneity in the specimen. Once the waist has been formed, its continuous growth does not depend on how it was initiated. In this analysis, the effect of a geometric defect on the creep deformation is studied.
A necking criterion was proposed by Hart for creep tests under constant load [57] . The onset point of instability can be expressed in terms of area fluctuation. When the variation in the area at a particular point is larger than zero, the deformation is stable. If J Mater Sci (2018) 53:6850-6863 one applies the relation between area reduction and strain, the stability criterion can be expressed as
where _ e is the strain rate and € e is strain acceleration, the second time derivative of the strain. Application of Eq. (12) to the experimental data was carried out for different test conditions to determine the onset of necking.
In a uniaxial model, Burke and Nix [33] analysed necking by considering the deformation response of an initially imperfect cylindrical bar. The initial crosssectional area was assumed to vary along the x-axis in a smooth sinusoidal manner according to
where A 0 is the original cross-sectional area of specimen, and L i the length of the specimen with the defect part. DA represents the changes in initial crosssectional area, which is chosen as DA/A 0 = 0.01 in the current case. Accordingly, the maximum magnitude of imperfection is 1%. In terms of radius, thus a difference of 0.025 mm is introduced. By sectioning the specimen along its axis, the creep elongation in each section can be computed directly, since the load on each section is constant and equal to the applied load on the specimen. By adding the elongations of the sections, the creep strain of the specimen can be obtained directly. This average strain for the entire specimen can be used to compare with the experimental result. Figure 3 shows how the initial strain and initial radius varied along x-axis. A symmetric nonuniformity is centred at position x = 0, varying along x-axis to x = 15 mm. At positions x [ 15 mm, the initial radius is 5 mm and initial strain is zero. The gauge length of a tested specimen is 100 mm. So the initial nonuniformity only exists for 30% axially of the specimen.
When a waist is introduced, the stress state changes from uniaxial to multiaxial. Finite element (FEM) computations were performed to analyse the influence of multiaxiality. Due to limitation in the FEM software, only the secondary stage could be simulated. Severe necking was obtained. Experimental necking profiles were taken from ruptured creep specimens.
Results

Accelerated recovery results
By integrating the set of Eqs. (1), (2) and (7), creep strain versus time curves can be computed. All the parameters used in the model can be derived; none is used as adjustable parameter. The derivations of these parameters can be found in previous work Refs. [12] [13] [14] 32] , and the values are summarised in ''Appendix'' with references given. The model has been applied to creep curves for Cu-OFP at 75°C. Experimental data are taken from Ref. [14] . A comparison of the modelled results with experimental curves is shown in Fig. 4 . The three stages of creep curves (primary, secondary and tertiary) are present in the experiments. An extended secondary stage is present in spite of the high creep exponent. There are steps in the experimental curves due to the necessity of reloading the specimens when a certain strain was exceeded. Due to the large creep rupture elongation of Cu-OFP, during creep tests the lever arm had to be reset when a critical strain was reached. Otherwise, the lever arm would no longer be sufficiently horizontal, and the dead weight might hit the floor. It is believed that during these temporary unloadings, the substructure is relaxed and that is the origin of the small new primary stage that is formed. No attempts have been made to reproduce these steps. The model can describe the three stages in a quite acceptable way. It is interesting to note that the model can describe the logarithmic decrease in the strain rate in the primary stage, which has been observed for a number of materials. This is analysed in [12] . There are some differences at the end of creep life, where the experimental strain increased sharper than the modelled strain. The modelled tertiary stage lasted for longer time and increased more smoothly. This difference will be analysed when the effect of necking is discussed below.
Necking results
Severe necking was observed on the Cu-OFP specimens after the creep tests, implying that the necking effect should be taken into account when modelling tertiary creep. An initial nonuniform cross-sectional area was introduced to investigate the necking effect on creep deformation of Cu-OFP.
Both uniaxial and multiaxial analyses have been performed. Figure 5 illustrates the results of the uniaxial analysis. In Fig. 5 , modelled creep strain versus time curves are given at different positions, i.e. at different distances from the necking centre. At necking centre, pronounced strain localisation was found and the final strain reached 1.8. The strain can be transformed into the reduction in cross-sectional area according to e ¼ À ln
. When the strain is 1.8, the corresponding reduction in cross-sectional area is around 85%, which is consistent with the experimental measurements for Cu-OFP [14] . Since the curves overlap, a zoom-in view for the time interval from 980 h to the end of tests is shown in Fig. 5b . The final strain is inversely proportional to the distance from necking centre. At the position of 5 mm from necking centre, the final strain dropped to 0.31. This dramatic drop indicates that the strain is localised to a small area. At the positions of 15 mm and further from the necking centre, the uniform strain was 0.26. The calculated average strain for the whole sample is used to compare with the experimental curves. The comparison is shown for different test conditions in Fig. 6 . An improvement has been achieved for the end of life in comparison with just the accelerated recovery results. The sharp increase in strain at the end of the tertiary stage can be modelled better by taking necking into account. Figure 7 shows the strain distribution simulated by FEM at a stress of 175 MPa. When the necking phenomenon showed up, the homogeneous strain was 0.27, which is consistent with the uniaxial result. At the necking position, a localised true strain as high as 2 was found, which is close to both the experimental results and uniaxial computation. In Fig. 8 , the total strain versus the uniform strain is given for the same case. The figure demonstrates that the deformation is uniform until the deformation becomes unstable and all further elongation takes place in the waist. A real specimen would fail very quickly under these conditions.
Hart's criterion was applied to the experimental data to determine the onset of the unstable deformation. For all test conditions, the unstable deformation starts very close to the inflection point of the strain versus time curve. A plus marker is given in Fig. 6b indicating the necking starting point calculated by Hart's criterion. The FEM modelling suggests that the necking starts at a very late stage of creep, almost at the failure strain, resulting in a steep rise of the creep curve. The development of the neck is initially obviously quite a slow process. Figure 9 shows a comparison between the experimental necking profile (15 mm along necking position) and the FEM results. The model reproduces the experimental radii within about 10%. The general behaviour is the same and the deviation between them is partially due to the necking elongation in the FEM modelling even after a well-developed neck has been formed. In the real test, the specimen was fractured. So adjacent to the necking position in Fig. 9 , the deviation is larger.
Discussion
There is an extensive literature on the formation of creep damage and its influence on tertiary creep. As pointed out in the introduction, these models are almost invariably empirical. One model that has been used frequently is the one that Riedel presented in his book on creep fracture [58] . He derives the creep damage based on cavity formation. He assumes that the nucleation rate is proportional to the creep strain and that the volume growth rate is linear in time t. Also assuming that only secondary creep is of importance, he found that the area fraction of cavities is proportional to t 5/3 . This covers the main development of the cavitation in a simple form. However, there are shortcomings. The nucleation rate constant is handled as an adjustable parameter. The effect of constrained growth and possible overlap between cavities is neglected, typically significantly overestimating the amount of cavitation. Today, there is no need to make these simplifications, since the additional effects can be taken into account without much computational effort [11] .
The concept that dynamic recovery plays an important role during tertiary creep is relatively new but well established. Creep tests of 24% cold-worked Cu-OFP were performed at 75°C [13] . For all the creep tests, the creep strain versus time curves were dominated by a continuously increasing strain rate, i.e. by tertiary creep. The creep curves could elegantly be reproduced by assuming that dynamic recovery according to a model similar to the one in the present paper was the dominating creep damage mechanisms. Very limited cavitation was observed. This was not surprising since the reduction in area at rupture was almost exactly 90% (89-91%).
For the specimens in the present investigation, the reduction in area at rupture was also very high (90-92%) indicating fully ductile rupture. This indicates that cavitation is of little importance for the failure. This was indeed confirmed by metallographic investigations and modelling. In both cases, the area fraction of cavities in the grain boundaries was less than 0.5%. This makes it natural to assume that dynamic recovery of the substructure is the dominating mechanism for tertiary creep until significant necking quickly develops at the very end of the creep life.
The effects of accelerated recovery, cavitation and necking on tertiary creep have been analysed in the present paper. Accelerated recovery gives the largest contribution to tertiary creep for the investigated alloys. In the model, two distinct sets of dislocations (balanced and unbalanced) are involved. The balanced dislocations are exposed to static recovery, and its density remains approximately constant during secondary creep. At the same time, the unbalanced dislocation density continuously increases and gives rise to a major back stress that matches the continuous increase in the true applied stress. At the end of the secondary stage, the true applied stress increases faster than the back stress. This means that the effective stress rises at the end of the secondary stage, resulting in the increase in the creep rate in the tertiary stage.
Basic models are now available for the nucleation and growth of creep cavities. With these models, the cavitated area fraction of grain boundaries and its influence on the creep curves can be predicted. For the investigated copper alloys, the predicted area fraction at failure was less than 0.5%. Consequently, cavitation had no significant influence on tertiary creep.
Uniaxial and multiaxial models for necking have been considered. Hart's criterion [57] indicates that an instability that would give rise to necking is formed directly at the end of secondary creep. This has also well known for other types of materials. For example, Lim et al. [59] found this for 9% Cr steels. The uniform strain calculated from uniaxial and multiaxial simulations is almost the same. The analyses suggest that significant necking only appears very close to the failure strain. This is also what is found in [59] . Necking simulations give a rapid increase in the strain near rupture in agreement with the observations. Figures 4a and 6b show a comparison of modelled and experimental creep curves for the same case. In both figures, primary creep and secondary creep can be well reproduced. Accelerated recovery exerts the influence on the entire tertiary stage while necking contributes to the very end of tertiary creep. The radii in the neck can be predicted quite well with the help of FEM computations. The model results lie within 10% of the observed values. In spite of the fact that Hart's criterion gives an early start of the necking, the necking is not really developed until close to failure.
It is expected that the model for tertiary creep is also applicable to other fcc materials than copper. The basic dislocation model has been demonstrated to be valid also for austenitic stainless steels [35] and aluminium [60] . Due to lack of data, it has not been possible to verify that tertiary creep can be represented for these materials. However, the model cannot be used for martensitic 9 and 12% Cr steels. Tertiary creep is frequently studied in these materials, because of their extensive use in fossil-fired power plants. Tertiary creep in these materials typically show a linear increase in the creep rate with creep strain, see, for example [59] . This behaviour follows what is often referred to as the omega model [15, 17, 61] . Although this empirical model has been known for a long time and the mechanisms involved are well established, it has not yet been derived from basic principles.
Conclusions
Mechanisms that can contribute to tertiary creep such as microstructure degradation, cavitation, necking instability and recovery have been known for a long time. Empirical modelling of tertiary creep has been performed extensively for understanding the role of creep damage in creep rupture. In the present paper, basic models for tertiary creep are formulated for the relevant mechanisms for copper. Quantitative basic models for recovery during tertiary creep and for the nucleation and growth of creep cavities have only recently become available.
• The most important contribution to creep curves of copper comes from the dislocation structure. A dislocation model is presented that can be used to compute this contribution.
• To be able to describe the contribution from the dislocation structure to the both secondary creep and tertiary creep, there are three important requirements.
• The dislocations in the cell walls must be taken into account.
• Both balanced and unbalanced dislocations must be considered.
• Both dynamic recovery and static recovery must be covered in the equations for the dislocation densities.
• Cavitation often plays an important role in tertiary creep. At the considered temperature 75°C, the cavitated area fraction is less than 0.5% and the contribution from cavitation can be ignored.
• The influence of necking on the creep curve has been analysed with uniaxial assumptions as well as with multiaxial methods. It turns that both approaches predict that pronounced necking does not take place until the failure strain has almost been reached. The uniaxial computations give a necking that is narrower than the observed ones. However, the multiaxial approach using FEM predicts a necking that is in good accordance with experiments with computed neck radii within about 10% of the observed values. 
Appendix: Parameter values
See Table 1 . Grain boundary diffusion parameter D 0 dD GB X/k B T [10] 
